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Abstract: Sensors are the foundation of modern Internet of Things, artificial intelligent, smart 

manufacturing etc, but most of them require power to operate without spontaneous unique identifiable 

function. Herein we propose a novel instantaneous force-driven self-powered self-identified wireless 

sensor based on triboelectric effect to meet the huge demand of true self-powered wireless sensors. The 

device consists of a microswitch controlled triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) in parallel with a 

capacitor-inductor oscillating circuit, and a wireless transmitter. The system is fully powered by the 
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output of the TENG to generate a resonant frequency containing sensing and device identity information, 

which is then coupled to the transmitter for realizing a long-range wireless communication. The device, 

with the multiple functions of energy harvesting, sensing, identity generation and wireless signal 

transmission, is a standalone device, which responds to each trigger without losing sensing information. It 

eliminates the requirement of electric components for traditional wireless communication, such as 

rectification circuit, energy storage units, microprocessor, wireless communication chip, etc. Thus, we 

developed a true self-powered identifiable wireless sensor with great potential for widespread 

applications.  

 

 

Keywords: triboelectric nanogenerator, self-powered, self-identified, wireless sensor, resonant circuit. 

 

1. Introduction 

Internet of things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), smart manufacturing and smart buildings,[1-5] 

etc. are making rapid progress with significant impacts on our daily lives, societies and industries 

in all aspects. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are the most fundamental technologies of these 

modern concepts, but are faced with two major challenges: power and identification for the large 

number of sensors in the networks.[6-9] The wireless sensors installed in remote areas or harsh 

environments need to implement long-term sensing/monitoring tasks,[6-8] which are difficult to 

be powered by ordinary electricity or to change the batteries periodically. Furthermore, instead of 

identifying themselves, most of the sensors require additional electronic components to achieve 
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identities (ID). 

Nanogenerators technologies have been explored to power wireless sensors locally by utilizing 

piezoelectric,[10, 11] pyroelectric,[12, 13] electromagnetic [14, 15] and triboelectric [16-22] 

effects or a hybrid of these effects[23-29] that harvest energy from ambient environment. 

However, the existing designs typically require rectifier and energy storage units to store the 

electric power, subsequently regulate the voltage to power the wireless sensor chip with a very 

low power conversion efficiency. On the other hand, current wireless communication chips 

require a high power to operate, in the order of several milli-watts though in a short period of 

time, with which the nanogenerators are typically unable to meet. To fulfil the power demand for 

the wireless sensor chip(s), the nanogenerator embedded in the systems need to work for a 

relatively long period of time before the transmission process which results in severe information 

loss, particularly if the nanogenerator does the sensing function simultaneously. Although the 

sensor ID issue can be solved by integrating radio frequency ID (RFID) on the chip,[30] or using 

surface acoustic wave sensors which can integrate IDs in the sensors,[31, 32] the ID information 

can only be obtained through passive triggering.  

Here we report an instantaneous self-powered self-identified wireless sensor device based on 

triboelectric effect. The device can generate electricity to power itself, perform sensing, produce 

identity and realise the wireless transmission of the complete information simultaneously for 

each force triggering action. To elucidate this innovative sensor device, we will introduce the 

concept and structural evolution of the development from the triboelectric nanogenerator 

(TENG), resonant circuit design, wireless transmission, and sensing performance in the 
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following sections.  

 

2. Methods 

2.1 TENG fabrication  

Glass and PDMS were used as the triboelectric materials to make the TENG for demonstration. 

The PDMS (184 Silicone Elastomer, Dow corning Co. Ltd.) solution, which is a mixture of the 

base PDMS and the cure agent at a ratio of 10:1 by mass, was spin-coated on the clean side of an 

Al adhesive tape at 1100 rpm for 10 sec to obtain a PDMS thin film with a thickness of ~100 μm, 

and was glued on the surface of a commercial acrylic support layer. The PDMS layer on the Al 

tape was cross-linked on a hot plate at 100 °C for 25 min. The glass part consists of a 

commercial soda lime glass of 1 mm thickness, a double-side conductive nickel adhesive tape 

and a 2 mm glass support layer. For the TENG with the microswitch, the PDMS part is same as 

mentioned above, while the 2 mm glass support layer was replaced with a switch structure. 

 

2.2 Microswitch fabrication 

The microswitch consists of two acrylic support layers linked with 4 springs at the corners of the 

acrylic plates. The outer diameter, inner diameter, free length and the spring constant of the 

spring is 8 mm, 4 mm, 50 mm and 0.35 Kgf/mm, respectively. A z-axis translation stage with an 

Al adhesive tape on the surface was fixed at the bottom of the acrylic support layer to control the 

distance, z, between the Al electrode on the upper and the lower acrylic layers. The resolution for 

the z distance control is ~10 μm. 
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2.3 TENG measurement setup   

A dynamic fatigue tester (Popwill Model YPS-1) was utilized to control the cyclic contact force, 

frequency and distance. The voltage and current outputs were obtained using an oscilloscope 

(LeCroy WaveSurfer 104 Xs) and a picometer (Keysight B2981A), respectively. The inductor for 

transferring energy wound on a plastic core with a 5 mm diameter. The electric output of the 

TENG sensor was connected to a commercial 650 nm laser diode with a 3.3 V threshold voltage 

and 5 mW rated power. The capacitance, inductance and resistance of testing probe was tested 

using LCR meter (TONGHUI electronics TH2828). A commercial Si photodiode (Hamamatsu 

s5971) and a trans-impedance amplifier (FEMTO DHPCA-100) were used to collect and 

subsequently amplify the optical signal received. 

 

3. Results  

Figure 1a shows the concept/schematic diagram of the instantaneous self-powered self-identified 

wireless sensor device. It consists of a triboelectric nanogenerator integrated with a 

micro-mechanical switch (microswitch), an LC resonant circuit, and a coupling inductor 

connected to a transmitter. A remote responsive receiver is used to receive the sensing 

information with identity sent by the transmitter wirelessly. In this work, a red laser and a 

photodetector were used as the transmitter and receiver, respectively, for the wireless 

communication demonstration; the communication method can be expanded to utilise 

radio-frequency technique with a proper antenna in the future work. When the TENG is pressed 
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(triggered) by an external force caused by mechanical vibration, wind, etc., it will produce a 

pulsed high voltage output controlled by the synchronized microswitch. The voltage output is 

coupled into the LC resonant circuit to produce a damping resonance with sensing information 

contained and a fixed frequency. The resonant signals are further coupled to the transmitter 

through an inductor to transmit to the remote receiver. The received signals are analysed for 

sensing information, subsequently processed to obtain resonant frequency for the identity of the 

sensor by a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. Continuous triggerings produce a series of 

pulsed voltage outputs, leading subsequent series responsive resonant and transmitting signals, to 

realise a true self-powered wireless sensing process with identity attached without any 

information loss.  

The TENG used for this demonstration has a dimension of 4.5×4.5 cm2, consists of a glass 

positive triboelectric plate (~1 mm thickness) and a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) negative 

triboelectric plate (~100 µm thickness). An aluminium (Al) conductive tape (for PDMS) and a 

double-side nickel conductive tape (for glass) were attached on the backside of corresponding 

plates as the electrodes. To simulate the situation that two spaced plates contact with each other 

by external forces, the glass plate moves up and down to make contacts with the PDMS surface 

during the experiments by utilizing a fatigue tester system. Additional fabrication process of the 

TENG can be found in the Methods section. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic and results of the self-powered self-identified wireless sensor. (a) Schematic 

drawing of the instantaneously self-powered wireless sensors with identity, (b) typical voltage output of a 

contact-separation mode TENG under cyclic pressing of an external force, (c) zoomed-in pulse output 

voltage, (d) the equivalent resonant circuit of the TENG sensor with an external inductor, (e) a series 

resonant signal produced by the resonant circuit when the series output voltages of (b) are coupled into 

the inductor with details of one impulse shown in (f), the signal oscillates with a damping factor 

determined by the inherited resistance of the inductor, and the resonant spectrum (g) obtained by Fast 

Fourier transformation with a fixed resonant frequency.  

3.1 Functions of the microswitch  

For the vertical contact-separation mode TENG, contact layers typically consists of two insulator 
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membranes with very different electron affinities, i.e. one tends to lose electrons (called positive 

tribo-material hereafter) and one tends to accept electrons (called negative tribo-material). 

Conductive electrodes are fabricated on the back of the contact layers and connected to a load to 

form a closed circuit. When the TENG is pressed by a triggering force, the two separated 

insulator layers make a contact and tribo-charges are produced on the surfaces of layers with 

opposite polarities. After the triggering force is released, an induced electric potential is 

generated between the backsides of the two electrodes and increases with the increase of the 

separation until two layers are restored to the initial position, resulting in one cyclic voltage 

output. The cyclic open-circuit voltage (Voc) output produced by the TENG is shown in Fig. 1b.  

Theoretical analysis has been conducted by a number of researchers,[33-36] and the 

characteristics of the contact-separation mode TENGs are well re-produced. Theoretically, the 

vertical contact-separation mode TENG can be considered as a capacitor, CTENG, connected with 

a voltage source, VTENG, in series. They can be expressed by the following equation:[36] 
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Where σ, x(t), ε0 and S represent the surface charge density, distance between two 

tribo-plates over time, vacuum permittivity and contact area, respectively. d0 is the effective 

thickness of the TENG, and is defined as   
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Where d1 and d2 are the thickness, εr1 and εr2 are the relative permittivity of the upper and lower 

triboelectric membranes, respectively.  

By connecting the TENG with an inductor, it forms an RLC resonant circuit (the equivalent 

circuit is shown in Fig. 1d), where the inductor has a resistance, RL. The voltage output from the 

TENG provides the impulse electricity to the resonant circuit for oscillation, and produces a 

damping resonant signal at the two terminals of the inductor with a resonant frequency, fr, 

determined approximately by   

 1
2r

TENG

f
LCπ

=   (4) 

where L is the inductance of the inductor. For the RLC circuit, the damping factor ζ determines 

the type of transient state which can be expressed as  

 =
2

TENGL CR
L

ζ   (5) 

Fig. 1e shows the resonant signals measured from the two terminals of the inductor (L = 2.13 

mH), and Fig. 1f is one of the zoomed-in damping oscillating signal.  

TENGs normally have very large output impedance in the range from tens of mega-ohms to 

a giga-ohms,[34, 37, 38] while inductors have extremely small input impedance, ranging from a 

few ohms to a few hundreds of ohms depending on the inductance and material used. Thus, the 

output voltage of the TENG can not be coupled to the inductor effectively when the inductor is 

directly connected to the TENG. Furthermore, the signal width shrinks significantly from typical 

tens of milliseconds to microseconds in this near-short-circuit situation. In such situation, the 

resonant signal produced by the RLC circuit is very weak due to the limited energy coupled in, 
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apparently insufficient for long distance wireless communication. Fig. 1f shows the oscillating 

voltage output coupled to the inductor with the maximum amplitude of VP-P ~4 V (peak-to-peak 

voltage) with a narrow damping signal period (~100 μs), even though the peak Voc values of the 

TENG is over 500 V. The red dashed line in Fig. 1f illustrates the simulated result modelled 

based on SPICE software with the actual device and operation parameters as the input data, and 

Fig. 1g compares the frequency spectrum transformed from the experiment and simulated 

time-domain results in Fig. 1f, which shows an excellent agreement with the experimental 

resonant result, indicating the valid of the equivalent circuit and TENG model. Detailed 

modelling and parameters used can be found in SI. It is worthy to mention that when a probe and 

an oscilloscope are connected to measure the oscillating signal in parallel to the inductor as 

shown in Fig. S1, they will influence the detected results because of the finite input impedances. 

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. S1, implying the results shown here are influenced, 

resulting in a slight difference from that of the actual circuit situation.  

To solve the mentioned issue, we introduced a microswitch into the TENG, which is capable 

to synchronize with the movement of the TENG operation, to produce large instantaneous power 

output and to stabilise the resonant frequency. The structural demonstration of the microswitch 

(not in scale) is shown in Fig. 2a circulated by the red dotted line which has a similar operational 

concept to those reported articles.[39, 40]   
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Fig. 2. Microswitch and its effect on the outputs of the TENG. (a) Schematic of the TENG and 

microswitch, (b-f) show the synchronized movement of the microswitch with the movement of the TENG 

lower plate, (g) and (h) are the output voltage, current and power as a function of the load resistance for 

the TENG with the microswitch. The outputs have been enhanced significantly with the power output 

increased to 800 mW, and (i-j) the resonant signal coupled into the resonant circuit and one zoomed-in 

pulse output voltage. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the resonant signal increases from ~4 V to ~600 V 

once the microswitch and a resonant capacitor are connected, sufficient to drive wireless transmitter part 

of the circuit. 

The microswitch consists of two parts, four springs for ensuring an off-state and a z-axis 
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translation stage, which can control the distance z between the lower working electrode fixed on 

the transition stage and the electrode attached on the bottom triboelectric contact layer. The upper 

contact layer remains fixed and the lower glass plate with the microswitch is driven by external 

force from the bottom acrylic layer. The operation principle of the TENG with the microswitch is 

shown in Fig. 2b-2f. Initially, there is no charge inducted in the upper and lower triboelectric 

materials, and the switch is at the off-state. Subsequently, as shown in Fig. 2c, the glass layer 

begins to move upwards by an external force until it is contacted with the PDMS surface while 

the springs set on the microswitch are not being compressed (microswitch state: off). The 

inductive charges cannot be discharged and will accumulate in the electrodes. With further rise of 

the glass layer as shown in Fig. 2d, the springs are compressed until the electrode fixed on the 

translation stage contacts with the back electrode of the glass layer (microswitch state: on), 

leading to an instantaneous flow of the whole accumulated charges to the circuit. Finally, the 

glass layer starts to move downwards (Fig. 2e), and then microswitch is at off state (Fig. 2f) until 

the glass layer reaches the lowest position to complete one energy generation/sensing cycle. 

The accumulation and instantaneous discharge of inductive charges by using microswitch 

will greatly increase the electric performance of the TENG, which is shown in Figs. 2g-2h tested 

under the conditions of 50 N contact force, 5 Hz working frequency, 4 mm separation distance 

and 0.9 mm z distance. It can be seen from Fig. 2g that the voltage output increases from 506 V 

to 1296 V along with the external load increases from 1 kΩ to 900 MΩ. In the meantime, the 

current output increases from 8.74 μA at 900 MΩ to 1.08 mA at 30 kΩ, then it slowly decreases 

to 759 μA at 1 kΩ. The downward trend in Fig. 2g looks different from the typical current curves 
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when the external load is decreased from 30 kΩ to 1 kΩ. The reason is as flows: the signal width 

shrinks significantly when the external load becomes smaller. As the fastest sampling rate of the 

picoammeter is 10 μs/point, we can easily acquire an accurate current curve and peak value when 

the external load is 100 MΩ, while we can only acquire a very rough current curve when the 

external load is 1 kΩ. The decreasing current output when the external load is smaller than 30 

kΩ is resulted from the shrunk signal width of the TENG output which cannot be fully acquired 

by the picoammeter with the fastest sampling rate of 10 μs/point. An in-depth exploration about 

this phenomena will be carried out when a new current measuring equipment is purchased in the 

future. The detailed discussion can be found in Fig. S3. According to previous researches based 

on a similar switch function, the actual outputs could be much larger than the measured results at 

low external load.[39, 40] However, even based on the measured results, as shown in Fig. 2h, the 

maximum output power reaches 808 mW at a 200 kΩ external load. In contrast, according to our 

previous research, the maximum power output for the same TENG without the microswitch is 

~1.5 mW with a larger independent resistance of ~40 MΩ.[34] It is clear that the microswitch 

can not only boost the instantaneous electric output of TENGs, but also reduce the output 

impedance of the TENG dramatically. The greatly enhanced instantaneous outputs of the TENG 

are attributed to the much-shortened charge release time from milliseconds to microseconds for 

the accumulated charges through the microswitch. With such high instantaneous power output 

and low output impedance, the TENG with the microswitch is expected to produce strong 

oscillating signal when it is coupled to an inductor directly. Fig. 2i represents the resonant signals 

from the resonant circuit with an external identity capacitor CID (CID function will be discussed in 
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the following section), which was triggered by a series of external force. As it is shown in Fig. 2j, 

the peak-to-peak voltage amplitude of the oscillating signal increases by two orders of 

magnitudes, from ~4 V (without microswitch) to ~600 V, without changing the damping 

characteristics.  

As discussed above, TENG can be considered as a capacitor (CTENG) connected with a 

voltage source (VTENG) in series, and, theoretically, the TENG capacitance CTENG is significantly 

affected by displacement x(t) of the two triboelectric materials. It is suitable to generate a 

resonant signal with accurate identity information by using CTENG as it can be influenced by 

working conditions which is related to the value of x(t) or the movement trace of the moving 

tribo-plate, such as the acceleration of the contact layers, working frequency, space distance 

between the triboelectric materials, etc. Detailed discussion of the influences is shown in Fig. S3. 

Before introducing the microswitch into the system, for generating an identified resonate signal, 

an identity capacitor (CID) is connected in parallel to the TENG. The resonant frequency of this 

circuit is as follows, 

 
( )

1
2

ID
TENG ID

f
L C Cπ

=
+

  (6) 

It is expected to generate a resonant signal with less influence from the variation of the 

TENG capacitor by using a CID with larger capacitance than CTENG. Figs. 3c-3e illustrate the 

resonant frequencies generated by the resonant circuit with CID of 195 pF and inductance of 2.13 

mH under different contact conditions (frequency, force and distance). The resonant frequencies 

for the device are roughly determined to be ~175 kHz with a large fluctuate of approximately 
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±10 kHz, which is apparently not stable enough to be used as the identity for the TENG sensor. 

However, after introducing the microswitch into the device, as shown in Fig. 3b, the resonant 

frequency generated by the sensor is no longer affected by the operation conditions of the TENG. 

When the microswitch is at the on state, it couples the power to the resonant circuit to generate 

oscillating signal, the relative displacement x(t) of two triboelectric materials remains zero as 

they have already contacted until the microswitch is off, thus the C’TENG is a constant, and is 

given by 

 0

0
TENG

SC
d
ε′ =   (7) 

Thus, the generated resonant fID will be determined largely by the CID capacitor and is a 

constant, not influenced by the working conditions etc. The resonant frequencies using 195 pF 

CID under different contact conditions (frequencies, forces and distance) are shown in Fig. 3f-3h. 

They remain constant within a negligible experimental error range of 2 kHz. Thus, it is 

reasonable to use CID as the identity tag for the wireless signal transmission.  
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Fig. 3. Stability enhancement of identity resonant frequency by using an external capacitor CID and 

a microswitch. TENG oscillating circuit with an external capacitor with (a) and without (b) microswitch 

function to stabilise the resonant frequency. The resonant frequency for the circuit without identity 

capacitor and microswitch as a function of contact frequency (c), force (d), and distance (e), or with an 

identity capacitor and a microswitch as a function of contact frequency (f), force (g), and distance (i). 

 

3.2 Resonant circuit and identity  

To investigate the relationship of resonant frequency with CID capacitor and resonant inductor, 

Fig. 4a shows the comparison of the resonant frequencies detected from practical experiment 

with the corresponding theoretical analysis results. Due to the lack of the microswitch model in 

SPICE software, a brief calculation based on equation (6) with a constant CTENG based on 

equation (7) (S=4.5×4.5 cm2) was carried out, which are represented as the solid lines in Fig. 4a. 
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For all inductances and capacitances, the measured resonant frequencies are in agreement well 

with the theoretical results, indicating the valid of the model. The results also indicate the 

capability of the identity capacitor for generating accurate and predictable identity. 

Fig. 4b shows the standard deviation of resonant frequency of multiple contact tests with 

different CIDs. The baseline resonant frequencies are 476 kHz, 264 kHz, 210 kHz, 177 kHz and 

156 kHz for CID= 0, 112, 195, 336 and 451 pF, respectively. The standard deviation drops with 

the increase of capacitance of CID. Based on the standard deviation of frequency and values of 

CID, the whole amount of available identity tags can be approximately estimated. As the standard 

deviation decreases with increasing identity capacitance, the frequency interval can be set to be 2 

kHz, 1.5 kHz, 1.5 kHz and 1.0 kHz for the frequency bands of 476-264 kHz, 264 kHz-210 kHz, 

210 kHz-177 kHz and 177 kHz-156 kHz, respectively. Thus, the total number of identity tags can 

be estimated to be 186. It is worthy to mention that the resolution of 1 kHz obtained from the 

FFT analysis was used for the calculation, which is actually much larger than most of the 

standard deviations, therefore, a larger amount of available identity tags can be set by using 

frequency spectra with a higher resolution. 

The transient state of an RLC circuit is determined by the damping factor as given by 

Equation (5). A desired underdamped response could be generated when the damping factor ζ is 

smaller than 1. For example, an inductor with an inductance of 2.13 mH and resistance of 80 Ω, 

connected to a capacitor with a capacitance smaller than 1.33 μF, an underdamped response will 

be generated, corresponding to an identity tag with a resonant frequency of 2.99 kHz. As the 

above discussion attests, the total number of available identity tags could be much more than we 
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have calculated. 

 

Fig. 4. Design and measurement of identity resonant frequency for the self-powered wireless sensors. 

(a) Comparison of resonant frequency as a function of identity capacitance and inductance, the resonant 

circuit with stable identity frequency under 20 N force, 5 Hz contact frequency and 4 mm distance 

between the two tribo-layers, (b) output signals from the remote receivers with identity and sensing 

information contained, (c) received signals with different CIDs from the transmitter by the photodetector, 

and (d) the normalized FFT spectrum as a function of the identity capacitance.  

 

Fig. 4c shows the damping resonant signals received by the remote photodetector as a 

function of CID capacitance varying from 0 pF to 451 pF, combined with a 454 μH inductor. The 
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TENG outputs were generated at the conditions of 20 N force, 5 Hz contact frequency and 4 mm 

distance between the two tribo-layers. It is clear that the response times is usually smaller than 7 

μs when CID=451 pF is used, and it gradually decreases to ~4 μs when there is no identity 

capacitor used. The maximum resonant frequency for the sensor is 1.4 MHz (CID=0) as shown in 

Fig. 4d, and the minimum frequency is ~100 kHz when a 5 mH inductor is used (Fig. 4a). The 

maximal allowed bandwidth of the TENG sensor is therefore, about 1.3 MHz, but it would be 

reduced significantly when considering all other parasitic factors, the ID number and 

transmission requirement, and design margins for each resonant peak. The amplitudes of the 

detected resonant frequencies decline with the raise of capacitance monotonically. They were 

further analysed by FFT to extract the resonant frequency (Fig. 4d). The resonant frequency 

increases from 400 kHz to 1.35 MHz with the capacitance of CID varied from 0 pF to 451 pF. 

The resonant frequency fluctuation from the signal with 451 pF CID is much smaller than that 

from the signal with 0 pF capacitor, demonstrating the stabilization effect of a large identity 

capacitor as expected. Besides, it can be seen from Fig. 4c that the output amplitude increases 

slightly when the CID increases from 0 pF to 451 pF. As we all know, for an RLC resonant circuit, 

the largest output amplitude occurs when the frequency of the signal source (TENG) is the same 

as the resonant frequency of the total RLC circuit, and the output amplitude will decrease when 

these two frequencies are different. The typical pulse width of the microswitch integrated TENG 

under the near short-circuit load is around 50 microseconds, so the frequency of the signal source 

(TENG) can be considered smaller than 50 kHz, while the resonant frequency of the total RLC 

circuit, which can be seen in Fig. 4d, varies from 400 kHz (CID=451 pF) to 1.35 MHz (CID=0 pF), 
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which means the frequency of the signal source (TENG) is smaller than the resonant frequency 

of the total RLC circuit. Therefore, increase of CID will lead to a decrease of the resonant 

frequency of the total RLC circuit more approaching to the frequency of the signal source 

(TENG), which results in a slightly larger output. If the output amplitude is considered to be the 

sensing information, calibrations should be carried out for the TENG wireless output signals with 

different identity tags for a more accurate sensing result. 

 

3.3 Wireless communication and sensing:   

Owing to the integrated microswitch and identity capacitor, large-magnitude damping oscillation 

signal embedded with identity information (Fig. 2j) can be generated when the TENG sensor is 

driven by external forces. To demonstrate if the device is able to drive a transmitter for wireless 

communication, a red laser was used to perform a practical wireless test. The final design of the 

device is shown in Fig. 5a. By using a coupling inductor, the generated resonant signals are 

coupled to the transmitter inductively without losing the sensing (magnitude) and identity 

(frequency) information. On the other hand, a commercial photodiode for detecting wireless 

signal from the laser diode, a trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) for converting the current signal 

to voltage signal and a data acquisition device (an oscilloscope) were connected together as the 

receiver side (detailed information in Methods section). The test wireless transmitting range was 

set to be three meters, which was restricted by the space of the laboratory. Owing to the 

ultra-strong signal output of the laser diode attributed to the enhanced resonant signal generated 

by the circuit, the receiver can easily detect both the sensing signals and the identity tag at the 
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distance with the indoor light switched on. The laser beam of the diode was aligned with the 

receiver by manual adjustment due to the limitation of the laboratory condition, and the wireless 

transmission distance can be enhanced dramatically if the laser beam is aligned and focused by 

precision adjustment and by using lens. A video (Movie. S1) of the laser light transmission under 

operation can be found in the SI, showing the real-time transmission of the information.   

 

Fig. 5. Wireless sensing by the self-powered self-identified TENG sensor. (a) the equivalent circuit of 

the wireless sensor with a laser as the transmitter. (b) and (e) the oscillating signals generated under 

different contact forces and humidity measured from the two terminals of the inductor. (c) and (f) the 

normalized variation of the amplitude with contact force and humidity, received by the photo-detector 

from the laser located 3 meters away, demonstrating its ability to perform the remote wireless sensing by 

the TENG sensor with identity. The sensor is able to sense wirelessly once it is triggered, thus no any 
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information is lost.  

 

The received sensing signals and the FFT spectra from the laser transmitter with different 

CIDs are shown in Figs. 4c-4d. Since the signal can only pass the diode through one direction, the 

received signal was rectified to be a DC signal. However, the procedure does not affect the 

transmission of the retained resonant information.  

Although the resonant frequency of the signal is determined by the CID, the amplitude of the 

oscillating signals was found to be correlated with operation conditions. This feature can be 

utilised as a sensing function. The signals generated by the device when the TENG is operated 

under different contact forces/humidity levels are shown in Figs. 5b-5g. Both the resonant 

inductor and the coupling inductor for the laser have an identical inductance of 454 μH, with a 

resistance of 23 Ω. The amplitude of the received oscillating signal was found to increase with 

the contact force when it is smaller than 40 N, and remain constant with further increase in force, 

consistent with the direct measurement from the oscillating circuit of the TENG (Fig. 5b). On the 

other hand, the amplitude of the received resonant signal decreases rapidly with the increase in 

humidity level from RH40% to RH70%. The amplitude change of the received resonant signal 

from the sensor is attributed to the increase in surface conductivity of the triboelectric material 

surfaces when humidity increases, which will enhance the leakage of charges generated by 

triboelectric induction.[41] Based on the tested results shown above, it is reasonable to expect the 

device to be used as a sensor to realise the long-range transmission of the force/humanity data 

wirelessly based on the magnitude of the transmitted resonant signal.  
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4. Conclusion 

In summary, we proposed a novel triboelectric effect based instantaneous self-powered 

self-identified wireless sensor. The device consists of a TENG sensor, an identity 

capacitor-inductor oscillating circuit, a wireless transmitter, and a remote receiver for signal 

receiving and processing. By integrating a micromechanical switch into the TENG, the 

instantaneous outputs of TENG have been enhanced significantly with a maximum Vp-p and 

power up to ~1296 V and ~808 mW with a significant reduced output impedance. It was also 

found that the microswitch is capable to stabilise the capacitance of the TENG. When the output 

of the TENG is coupled to the RLC resonant circuit, it produces oscillating signal with a Vp-p up 

to 600 V and a constant resonant frequency, used as a wireless identity tag, which is strong 

enough to be transmitted wirelessly to the remote receiver for processing through a transmitter. 

This novel device with the functions of energy harvesting, sensing, identity tag generation and 

wireless signal transmission can transmit signal wirelessly for 3 meters with potential for great 

improvement in transmission distance. We also demonstrated the wireless sensing capability for 

sensing humidity and force using this device. The sensor is a standalone device, responds to 

every trigger without losing any sensing information and does not need any external electric 

power supplier, rectification circuit, energy storage units, microprocessor, wireless 

communication etc electronics, and is a true self-powered wireless sensor with identity and has 

great potential for widespread applications. Potential applications of this novel self-powered, 

self-identified wireless sensors is broad, such as security, anti-thieves, anti-intruders, 
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head-counting, health monitoring for infrastructures or public transportation like bridges, 

buildings, and for public transportation such as trains, railways.  
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